
 
 

VAT Proposal – MTD & VAT Return Process Review 
 
Phase Two of Making Tax Digital for VAT is live from 1 April 2021, and many organisations are unclear 
on how the rules impact them, and whether they will be compliant.  We are seeing increased appetite to 
review of current VAT return processes and provide recommendations on how organisations can be 
compliant with the new rules. 

 
We are offering two types of MTD review: 

 
1. A standard MTD review to check if there are any risks of non-compliance to the MTD rules, 

detailing specific rules which would apply to your circumstance and comments on simple 
solutions for digital links; and 

 
2. An enhanced MTD review, which will include a full remote review of the latest VAT return 

workings to identify specific areas where there is exposure to non-compliance of the MTD rules 
and consideration of alternative methods of preparing MTD compliant VAT returns. 
 

Standard MTD Review 

 
In terms of getting ready for MTD Phase 2, we can perform a high level desk top review of the current 
VAT return processes by arranging a call to have a step-by-step walk through of how the data is kept on 
the different software packages, and how these are pulled together for the VAT return submission. For 
example, if part of the VAT records are held in SAGE, but others within another accounting system, and 
then calculations are undertaken out of software, such as spreadsheets, we will discuss the VAT return 
and accounting procedures for digital links and comment on how robust your MTD compliance is 
expected to be overall. 

  
Our deliverable will be a follow up note highlighting any specific MTD rules which would apply to your 
circumstance based on the conversations we have. If there are straight-forward practical solutions or 
work arounds for any areas of non-compliance we find, we will set these out in the follow up email (for 
example, linking cells, rather than typing in figures).   

  
Enhanced MTD Review 

 
Following the standard review, we can also perform an enhanced review of the latest VAT return 
workings to identify specific areas where there are breaks in the digital links or any other exposure to the 
MTD rules. 

 
Our deliverable would be in the form of a comprehensive report detailing the requirements for MTD, 
notes on how the VAT returns are currently prepared and our recommendations on how to ensure your 
current VAT records are MTD compliant. We will also consider if there are alternative methods of 
preparing the VAT returns which are easier to comply with the MTD rules than the current processes. 

 
Fees 

  
Our fees for the standard MTD review are £575 plus VAT, which will include the initial call and follow up 
note.  

 
Our fees for the enhanced MTD review are £1,950 plus VAT, which would include the review of the VAT 
return workings and detailed notes on areas for improvement.  
 
Should you wish to discuss this proposal, how we can assist with a more bespoke review, or you have a 
query about Making Tax Digital, please contact the Age UK VAT Helpdesk on 0207 842 7499 or 
AgeukVAT@crowe.co.uk  
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